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The formation and evollltion of galaxies are important topics in the modern astrophysics. 

Especially， the process that cold gas is converted 10 stars in galaxies is important to llnd巴rstandthe 
complete picture of the galaxy evollltion. For this purpose， we focus on strong Lya absorbers 

(lOgNHI>20.3 cm♂) such as damped Lyαabsorption systems (DLAs). The DLA IS a k巴y

populatJOn 10 understand the early phase ofthe galaxy evolution in the folJowing respects: (1) 

DLAs provide a powerfu1 too1 10 investigate the nature of the cold gas at high-z since they trace Ihe 

intervening gas along the sightline to quasars and can be detecled as a strong Lyαabsorption line 

on quasar speclra regardless ofthe 111rninosity of their stellar component， and (2) DLAs dommate 

the neutral-gas content in a wide redsbift range and they are thought to be gas reservoirs for the 

star-formation in the high-z Universe. Althougb the DLA is sllch an important popu1ation， their 

nature is stillllnder the debat巴.This is becallse galaxy counte中artsof DLAs ar巴difficultto observe 

dlle to their faintness. To date only 13 galaxy counterparts of DLAs at z>2 have been 

spectroscopically identifi巴d.Even at zく 1，the identified DLA counterparts are less than 100. 

Therefore the statistical study to inv巴stigatetbe nature of DLAs is incomplete， and accordingly tbe 

relationship between DLAs and galaxies is still unclear. The identifications of DLA counterparts 

are gradually progressing thanks 10 recent observations l1sing 8-10 rn class telescopes， sucb as the 
Subaru telescope. 1n this dissertation， we report the study for the relationship between DLAs and 

yOllng galaxies 10 lInderstand the early phase of the galaxy evolution. Furthermore， to identify 

galaxy cOllnterparts of high-z DLAs through wide-field optical imaging sUfveys， we stl1dy th巴

seJection method of galaxies around DLAs. 

To investigate the physical relationship between DLAs and young star-fonning galaxies at higb 

redshift such as Lyαemitters (LAEs)， we focus on the region wher巴multipleDLAs distribute 

within a narrow area. Using a catalog of Lyαabsorbers with logNHI>20.0 cm.
2 
based on the 

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS)， we found six fields where three or more 

absorbers are concentrated ¥vithin a (50 MpC)3 cubic box in the comoving scale. Among them， we 

focus on the Jl230+34 field， where 2 DLAs and 2 sub-DLAs at z-2.3 present. We have conducted 

narrow-band imaging observations of LAEs in this field wilh SuparulSuprime-Cam using a 



custom-made日lter，NB400 (λc=4003 A and FWHM=92 A ). These obs巴rvationsyieJd a sampJe 

of 149 LAEs in the J 1230+34 field. Based on this sampJe， we investigate physicaJ properties of 

LAEs. ln the entire target fi巴ldwith the scale of -50 Mpc， we have found no differences be(ween 

the obtained LyαJuminosity fllnction and those in the blank fields at similar redshifts. We aJso 

compare the freqllency distributlOI1 of the Ly α rest-frame equivaJent widtb (EWo) in the target 

fieJd and other fieJds at similar redshift including both overdensity region and blank field， bllt find 

no differences. On the other hand， in the small scaJe (-lOMpc)， we have found a possibJe 

overdensity of LAEs around a DLA with the highest H 1 colllmn density (IogNHI=21.08 C111-
2
) in the 

target field whiJe there ar巴nodensity excess around th巴otherabsorbers with a Jower MiI. Based on 

these results， we propose two possibl巴scenariosfor the absorber-concentrated regions as follows 

(1) The J J 230+34 fieJd harbors many young galaxies intrinsically. The reason why we hav巴not

found overd巴nsityof LAEs arollnd three among four absorbers in the J J 230+ 34 field is that the 

Lyαemlsslon IS sllppress巴dby the resonant scatfering since this region harbor5 a larg巴amollntof 

the neutral gas. (2) There are not 50 many galaxies in the J J 230+34 fieJd. Since the neutral gas is 

not converted to s!ars but goes through H1 moJecllles， a large fraction of gas in th巴JJ230+34fieJd 

may not hav巴beenconverted to stars. Both of thes巴twoscenarios suggest that the 

ab50rber-concentrated region may correspond to th巴birthplaceof gaJaxies and thus the J 1230+34 
日巴Idis a good target for coming deep sllrveys to investigate the early phase ofthe galaxy evollltion. 

For further lInderstandings of the nature of the DLA， we have to increase the sample of the 

identified counterparts of DLAs at high r巴dshift.Th巴counterpartsof high-z DLAs are sparsely 

distribllt巴din the sky and g巴nerallyvery faint in optical， and thus wide-fi巴Idphotometric surveys 

with a sufficiently high sensitivity are reqllired to search fo1' such high-z DLA cOllnterparts. Since 

recent and near-fllture wide-field optical deep sllrveys offer an oppor!unity to carry out systematic 

searches for high-z DLA counterparts， preparatory works to understand how to utilize the 
wide-fleld deep imaging data to search for such counterparts are cfllciaL Therefore， we fOCllS on an 

on-going survey performed with SlIbaru Hyper Sllprime-Cam (HSC) through the Subarll Strategic 

Program (SSP). Within current footprint of the HSC・SSPsllrvey， 3，577 BOSS DLAs that distribute 

arollnd z-2. Therefore， the specific qll巴stionis how to select faint galaxies a! z~2 by utilizing the 

op!ical photometric data effecllvely. For inv巴stigatingthis topic， we examine the HSC-SSP 

photometric ca!alog and the COSMOS photometric redshift sample. As a conclusion， it is shown 
that the g'-r' vs. ，-'-y' color-coJor diagram is useful to select galaxies at z-2. Thanks to the large 
sample of BOSS DLAs and large telescop巴ssuch as the SlIbaru telescope， we are gradllalIy 

understanding the relation be!w巴enDLAs and galaxies. Ongoing and incoming spectroscopic 

surveys sllch as extended BOSS and sllTveys with Prim巴FOCllSSpectrograph on the Subaru 

t巴Jescope，will dramatically increase the nllmber of high-z qllasars. This will enable us to search for 

absorber-concentrated regions， important regions to und巴rslandthe early stage of galaxy evolution， 
more effectiveJy. The HSC・SSPwill be completed in 2019.lt enables us to identifシanumber of 

DLA counterparls and 10 investigate th巴natur巴ofDLAs. FlIrlhermore， in the coming巴raof 30 m 

class t巴lescopessllch as Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT)， European ExtremeJy Large TeJescope 

(EELT)， and Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT)， the DLA will be casted a spotlighl as one of the 

most interesting targets since we wilJ b巴ableto investigate fainter objects in the high-z Universe 

This dissertation work provides useflllm巴thodsand interesting target fields for such fllture 

observation. 


